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Abstract. From a European technological and industrial perspective of the 20th

century, Knowledge Management (KM) was viewed as the next step towards
reaching a smart knowledge-based economy. But today, in the 21th century of big
data and fast moving information, we argue that KM is not enough for reaching a
qualitative human-based post-industrial society. We need a broader view in order
to understand user needs and respond to their personal desires. In this endeavor,
Living labs are a good way to reposition creative people at the center of tech-
nologies. But we need also methodologies and tools to accompany the transition
from a competitive economy to a more sustainable society. We experimented this
move at University of Reunion Island in the domain of e-education.We conceived
a new paradigm called Sign Management (SM) for enhancing content producers
with multimedia tools on a Creativity Platform. A methodology for co-designing
educational e-services was applied in both natural (biodiversity) and cultural
(music) domains in order that linear knowledge transmission lets place to an
iterative know-how sharing approach between teachers and learners. This
sign-basedmethodology serves as a condition for opening the era of SemioticWeb
(Web of Signs) over SemanticWeb (Web of Things). The objective is to co-create
qualitative educational e-services with people based on a more natural/artificial
and intelligent approach in the frame of Living labs.

Keywords: Sign management � Semiotic web � e-service � e-education �
Living lab � Creativity platform

1 Introduction

The Lisbon strategy of Europe [1] tried to make the EU “the most competitive and
dynamic knowledge-based economy in the world capable of sustainable economic
growth with more and better jobs and greater social cohesion”, by 2010. But it failed
because of a techno-centric approach of innovation principally focused on economic
growth. It forgets the role of human beings in the development of a knowledge society
that takes into account social and environmental awareness. A quick count at the report
from the High Level Group [2] of the word competition on one hand (12 occurrences)
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and cooperation or collaboration on the other hand (4 occurrences) is enlightening. It
shows the direction followed by EU in the new millennium for achieving the knowl-
edge economy in a techno-centered industrial understanding of sustainability, moving
first to economy (growth and jobs), then to social and environment resolution. The
result is the one that is described by Luycks Ghisi [3] on knowledge society: the
negative scenario of engineering the human mind and make a green washing of our
environment to mask the aim of doing business as usual!

The positive scenario is another open post-industrial vision, i.e. reaching a
sign-based society. It is not only a matter of technological, economical, or social
awareness; it is also grounded in individual, human, environmental and cultural values.
Psychological, ethical, biological and emotional assets are indeed drivers of the future
of a knowledge society in a perspective of sustainable development of services
co-designed with people. Sustainability applied to open innovation 2.0 needs to give
empowerment to users for them to drive new products and services that fit their real and
useful needs. For Curley and Salmelin, it is the only way for their adoption [4].

In this paper, we will apply this vision of a sign-based society to the problem of
open education 2.0 with Information and Communication Technologies (ICT). We will
first explain the role of ICT in this change of paradigm for the Future Internet and Web.
We will then analyze how Living Labs help us to manage this enlarged definition of
ICT. Then, we will introduce our theory of sign management that is based on three
levels of capacity: personal and phenomenal volition (Biological Semiotics), relational
and verbal action (Activity Theory) and formal and written cognition (Signification
Theory). This theory leads to the new paradigm of Semiotic Web that encompasses
other Web dimensions, i.e. Service, Social, Semantic and Immersive Web. This theory
has been applied in our University of Reunion Island Living Lab for Teaching and
Learning how to manage biodiversity and music heritage. We will show two examples
of this new approach for innovating with users in educational contexts. These examples
of collaborative e-services in a Living Lab emphasize the need of sharing know-how
rather than transmit knowledge for the future of e-education.

2 ICT in the Future of a Knowledge-Based Society

For the objective of reaching the future of a knowledge-based society (that we call a
sign-based society), we need to understand the meaning of words that are currently
used in our digital world (ICT, Internet, Web, Services, objects, etc.). For example,
Fig. 1 shows that ICT must not only be considered as technological tangible containers
(Technologies), but also convey human contents (data, information, and knowledge).
These intangible assets are communicated between users (Information and Commu-
nication) by the mean of network products (virtual platforms), electronic services
(e-services) and Web applications in the clouds.

At the upper level of ICT, there is the Web in real contexts with people. The Web is
a service of Internet (as the email or the ftp) to connect producers and consumers of
multimedia contents, in order that Internet infrastructures meet user needs [5].
Co-designing e-services with users is an iterative communication process that is central
between Internet technology and Web usage. These collaboration principles have been
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adopted since 2006 by the European Network of Living Labs (ENoLL) and are
developed in the frame of corresponding literature [6]. The changing world philosophy
is that in a sustainable society, the political leaders must concentrate on the demand of
subjects rather than on the offer of objects. The innovation path is to transform a
quantitative strategy of things delivered massively on the Internet (IoTs) by a quali-
tative strategy of signs on the Web (WoSs) that are more personalized in order to be
more meaningful for individuals and communities.

Indeed, technologies are means, not objectives. As says M. Giget, “Very few
people fall in love of a Wireless Access Protocol or Internet of Things!” [7]. So,
innovation relies also in co-creating products and services that end-users would like
and use. As an example in e-education, some of them are researchers and specialists of
a domain, such as in natural sciences or in arts. They acquired knowledge through their
long practice of domain objects (species, pieces), and are recognized as experts by
other practitioners. The amateurs would love to be educated by masters, but the
physical distance is an obstacle for them to be taught. Indeed, the best way to learn a
domain is to get a course with a professor. With ICT, finding solutions that recreate the
conditions of a real course on the Web can tackle this distance educational problem and
respond to real user needs.

3 Setting up ICT Living Labs for Education

ICT Living Labs position themselves at the center of the process of convergence of
containers and contents for making tools and applications. It can be represented by
the triangle with the clouds’ birth in Fig. 1. They allow users (subjects) to communicate
ideas between them about things (objects) in order to co-design new e-services on the

Fig. 1. ICT are not only a technological matter but also cloud services that matter!
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Web. Arrows show that there is an iterative process to set up for building content
applications that depend on container generator tools. Living Labs can help us to
manage this iterative process of going from ideas to services and products.

For us, a Living Lab (LL) is both a real and virtual environment for user-centered
innovation, based on the observation of every-day user practice and experience for
solving problems, but also based on their active participation, with an approach that
facilitates their influence in the open and distributed innovation process (participatory
design). It engages all concerned partners in the real-life contexts, and aims to create
sustainable usage values [8]. As important effects, we reach relevant knowledge on the
context of use, such as premature validations in the market, tries in environments familiar
to the users, experience feedbacks of co-creative users of tools and applications [9]. This
new innovation system is a human-centered ecosystem based on expert Knowledge,
Business services and Social capital, i.e. the KBS Concurrent Innovation paradigm [10].
On a strategic plan, a LL is defined as a 4P innovation process, i.e. Public-Private
Partnership with People. It implements the quadruple helix model, comprising four
strands: university, industry, government and individuals as users adding the society’s
fourth dimension to the original innovation triple model [11]. The objectives are political,
focused on the social role of innovation, i.e. trying to realize totally the human potential
by the increase of their creativity, rather than focalizing only on technological
developments.

More specifically when one instantiates it in a domain such as Social>Education, a
Living Lab includes public and private actors, companies, associations, individual
actors, whose objective is to co-design, to develop and to test life-size educational
services, tools and new practices. The aim is to take out the Research>Teaching of
laboratories to make it come down in the daily life, often by having a strategic view on
the potential uses of tools and applications for doing Business. All this takes place in
cooperation between local authorities, companies, research laboratories, as well as
potential users, via helping platforms for designing innovative e-services and analyzes
of their usages. It is a question of favoring the culture of open innovation 2.0, sharing
networks, and involving the users from the beginning of the conception.

The European Institute of Innovation and Technology (EIT) was created in 2008 as
an independent body of the European Union to bring together leading higher education
institutions, research labs and companies to form Knowledge Innovation Communities
(KICs) that develop innovative products and services, start new companies, and train a
new generation of entrepreneurs. Their mission is described in [12]. One of the KICs is
devoted to ICT [13]. Figure 2 shows the Knowledge Triangle of EIT ICT Labs (now
called EIT Digital) that implements the societal role of universities at the center of the
European vision in a Knowledge-based society [14, 15].

In their vision, Living Labs are positioned in the educational part of the triangle for
making experimentations and getting experience. The educational action process is
described in [16] for teaching and learning in the knowledge triangle:

The knowledge triangle has so far mostly been presented as a theoretical concept and political
desideratum over changes needed in Europe. This theoretical model now must be transformed
into a model of action, an everyday working model for the people involved. One way is to create
an enquiry based process around the three nodes of the triangle. Three questions need to be in
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the mind of everyone at all levels in the system and in all planning and performing: (1) What
are the best ways of linking research to education? (2) What are the best ways of teaching
creativity, innovation and entrepreneurship? and (3) How can optimal conditions be created
for entrepreneurs and innovators to bring their knowledge and experience back into research?

But in this process, they don’t figure out the role of ICT in the triangle model. The
knowledge triangle is depicted as a static descriptive view between Research, Educa-
tion, and Business. In our view, it could be enhanced dynamically with ICT by a new
representation of Signs and a signification process (see the next section). For under-
standing it, Fig. 3 shows that the triangle must be seen from the above and not from one
side. The new Sign representation that we propose for integration of ICT is a 3D
tetrahedron model. The Living Lab is a Co-location Center that stands at the center of
the tetrahedron for communication purpose and ICT is fueling the convergence of
Research, Education and Business with a new signification process.

Fig. 2. The knowledge triangle

Fig. 3. The living lab tetrahedron (seen from above)
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In our view, we think that we must shift from a flat 2D triangle representation of
Knowledge with its linear transmission (from Research to Education to Business), to a
circular 3D tetrahedron representation of Signs (Data, Information, Knowledge, Sub-
ject) and their dynamic signification process (called semiosis) for sharing them. We
will explain now this new iterative sign management process for the future of
knowledge management with ICT.

4 Theory

Sign Management emphasizes the engineering and use of data, information and
knowledge from the viewpoint of an interpreter (Subject).

Representation of Signs. The concept of Sign is derived from the pragmatic and
triadic Peirce’s theory of semiotics with a Sign’s correspondence of the Subject to its
Object. From this philosophical viewpoint, a Sign, or representamen, is something that
stands to somebody for something in some respect or capacity [17]. From our computer
science analysis, Data (Object) is the content of the Sign (something), Information, a
multi-layered concept with Latin roots (‘informatio’ = to give a form) is its form, and
Knowledge is its sense or meaning, i.e. no-thing. The notion of Sign is then more
central than knowledge for our purpose of designing e-services.

Moreover, as we want to compare different sign representations coming from
different interpreters, we designed a fouradic representation of signs that can be
communicated in a personalized way, i.e. through different interpretations of the same
objet.

In Fig. 4, we define the tetrahedral representation of a Sign as the interpretation of
an Object by a Subject at a given time and place, which takes into account its content
(Data, facts, events), its form (Information), and its sense or meaning (Knowledge).

Fig. 4. The tetrahedron of the sign (static representation)
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This new representation of signs enhances the subjective aspect of knowledge that
can be managed with ICT, because some interpreters are better than others for solving
problems: their experience of specialist can be described and shown with multimedia
contents in order to learn their good practices or know-how. Managing knowledge in
general is not possible without managing personal know-how that gives birth to it. So,
the problem is to wonder how to construct objective knowledge with ICT from different
subject interpretations, which is the aim of science?

Signification/Construction of Signs. Knowledge is the ultimate goal of Science, but
this target is difficult to reach without taking into account humans who generate it in a
constructivist manner!

In Fig. 5, we introduce Signification, i.e. the continuous process of using Signs in
human thinking for acquiring Objects interpreted by Subjects. This sign construction
process or Semiosis takes the different components of the Sign in a certain order to
make a decision: first comes the Subject or Interpreter who is receptive to his milieu or
“Umwelt” [18], and who cares about Information to act in a certain direction (volition,
conation). Then occurs the searched Data (Object) to position himself in space and time
(action). Next, Knowledge is activated in his memory to compare the actual situation
with his past experiences and make a hypothesis for taking a decision (cognition).

The signification or the building of the sign communicates the process iteratively in
a reflexive way (in order to memorize new knowledge) or communicates the resulting
interpretation as information to its environment (by exteriorization).

Semiosis is similar to the working principle of inference engine that was modeled in
expert systems: the evaluation-execution cycle [19]. The difference is that Signification
integrates the Subject in the process, and this integration is therefore more meaningful
to humans than to machines. The Subject operates on Signs in two phases: reflection
and action. These phases are inter-linked in a reflexive cycle with a semiotic spiral

Fig. 5. The signification process (dynamic)
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shape including six moments: (1) to desire, (2) to do, (3) to know, (4) to interpret, (5) to
know-how for oneself, (6) to communicate to others (Fig. 5). The semiosis spiral is
included in the tetrahedron of the Sign.

Consequently, Signification is the key psychological process that makes sense for
practicing usage based research and development with people by communicating data,
information and knowledge. Sign management is based on representation AND sig-
nification of Signs at three levels of capacity: personal and phenomenal volition
(Uexküll Biological Semiotics Theory), relational and verbal action (Engeström
Activity Theory) and formal and written cognition (Peirce Signification Theory).

Semiotic Web. When an organism or an individual seeks for something, his attitude is
to pay attention to events of his environment that go in the sense (direction) of what he
searches. The primary intention of a microorganism such as bacteria is “good sense”: it
wants to capture information from the milieu to develop itself and stay alive [20].

Human development follows the same schema of self-organized living systems at
more complex levels than these physiological and safety needs. They are those that
have been defined in the hierarchy of fundamental individual needs: love, belonging,
esteem, self-actualization [21].

As a consequence, we hold that before being able to make “true sense”, i.e. adopt a
scientific rationale, the objective of individuals is to respond to psychological needs
(desire, pleasure, identity, etc.). This theory of human motivation is a natural and
cultural hypothesis, which is corroborated by Umwelt [18], Activity [22] and Semiotic
[17] pragmatic theories. These life and logical sciences are components of the
Biosemiotics interdisciplinary research [23], which was introduced before the advent of
Internet as the “Semiotic Web” [24].

By comparison, Semantic Web is the dyadic combination of form and sense of the
linguistic Sign [25], taken as a signifier (form) and signified (sense). It is rational.
Semiotic Web is more generic and living. It complements the Semantic Web (form and
sense) with the referents (content) that are observed data (interpretations)
geo-referenced in a 3D information world (Immersive Web) as Web Services by
subjects pertaining to communities of practice (Social Web 2.0). This makes our Sign
management ecosystem a tetrahedron model (Fig. 6) that is more involved in concrete
life with end-users on a specific territory such as Reunion Island.

The Web of Signs combines:

1. The Web of Data and Objects, i.e. the flow of raw and digital contents produced by
specialists (teachers) and transmitted by engineers in databases and knowledge
bases in the frame of an Information System (one-way flow), but progressively
becoming interoperable through Web services with other Information Systems,

2. The Web of Subjects, i.e. a bidirectional communication platform between users
(teachers and learners) using different e-services within a community of practice to
exchange interpretations of data and objects, and negotiate their value,

3. The Web of Information that is geo localized in attractive virtual worlds repre-
senting the real landscape (metaverses), and accessible at any time, anywhere, on
any devices (mobiquity).

4. The Web of Knowledge for machines to communicate logically on the basis of a
formal, open and semantic representation of data and objects.
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The Semiotic Web is for us the future of the Semantic Web: it is the Web of Signs
rather than the Web of Things. The Semiotic Web is more general than the Semantic
Web because it allows managing Signs (Data, Information, Knowledge) from a sub-
jective viewpoint and not only Knowledge from an objective angle. Signification is the
kernel of Semiotic Web although Representation is at the root of Semantic Web. Both
are necessary to co-design e-services in the future Web, but from our experience,
co-designing e-services with users needs to manage signs on a Creativity Platform for
building e-services that match lead-users needs.

5 Research Design

At the University of Reunion Island, we have investigated these different dimensions
(phenomenal, relational and formal) that are converging to form what we call the
Semiotic Web. As the World is an Island and as Reunion Island is a small world, we
designed our Living Lab as a small laboratory for Teaching and Learning Sciences and
Arts by Playing [26]. Indeed, edutainment is one of the pillars of the future Web [27].
With game-based learning, we consider that we can play seriously to better know our
environment and then better protect it.

For making e-services, the first step is to generate ideas. This ideation process
should be attractive for motivating some researchers to drive projects. Living Labs are
those desirable innovation ecosystems (breeding grounds) for enhancing research and
go to the market, i.e. make ideas become alive (emergence of ideas) towards products
and services. The second step is then to co-design mock-ups and prototypes, and
experiment them in a physical meeting place called the Creativity Platform (see below).
Co-creation in communities of researchers, entrepreneurs and users is also a significant
characteristic of open and social innovation that is part of the DNA of Living Labs for
bringing trust between co-designers. The third step is to formalize a solution that fits

Fig. 6. The four dimensions of semiotic web: service, social, semantic and immersive web
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user needs. It applies abductive, inductive and deductive science cognition principles
and generates implicit knowledge (for self) or explicit knowledge (for others). Semantic
knowledge is captured in knowledge bases with a tool called IKBS (Iterative
Knowledge Base System) for defining written ontologies, describing use cases and
making qualitative decisions with induction and case-based reasoning. Semiotic
annotations with multimedia objects are proposed in order to illustrate the terms that are
used in the ontology and in the cases.

The Creativity Platform. For the purpose of co-designing such a product/service with
ICT, the Creativity Platform is the co-working, co-learning and communication space
for researchers and developers, businesses and users, aimed at collectively defining the
characteristics of e-services in order to ensure the most direct match between expec-
tations and use.

In its technical form (see Fig. 7 on the right), the Creativity Platform includes a
multimedia platform as the one that we find in television studios, but also includes a
physical and virtual place to discuss ideas and projects, make models and prototypes,
and experiment them in a synchronous (focus group) or asynchronous (video forum on
the Web) way.

From a pragmatic viewpoint (see Fig. 7 on the left), a Creativity Platform is a
meeting place and communication space for researchers and developers, businesses and
users to pursue innovative and useful projects. For example, they are aimed at col-
lectively defining the characteristics of e-services in order to ensure the most direct
correspondence between expectations and use, by combining design and use approa-
ches. Sign sharing makes use of the Creativity Platform by applying an iterative
assessment process with end-users from the idea to the product/service through
mock-ups and prototypes evaluation.

Co-design Methodology. A Creativity Platform is also called a Co-design Platform
[28]. We conceived our own method of co-designing e-services on this Platform
(Fig. 8). From ideas to final product/services, resolutions are taken in the frame of
funded projects that define the vision, the objectives, the plan and the evaluation phases

Fig. 7. The creativity or co-design platform to experiment future products/services
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(production process in a co-working mode on the left of Fig. 8). Assessments of future
e-services are made by considering the usage side of the project: end-users have their
own identities, activities, tasks and give meaning to the obtained results (usage process
in a co-learning mode on the right of Fig. 8). To facilitate the decisions, the project
managers (lead-users) are themselves practitioners of the domain. So they have an
understanding of the solutions that they can design, deliver and experiment with other
users.

We will illustrate this co-design methodology used on a Creativity Platform with
two examples taken in biodiversity informatics and in music instrumental e-learning.

6 Findings

Fifteen years ago at University of Reunion Island, some researchers of the mathematics
and computer science team (LIM) decided to apply knowledge engineering and
human-computer interaction to the enhancement of insular tropical environment and
instrumental e-learning.

Biodiversity Informatics. For biodiversity knowledge management or computer-aided
taxonomy, we developed an Iterative Knowledge Base System platform called IKBS
[29] with some taxonomists for modeling and describing their collections of corals
(Fig. 9). Knowledge bases are the written descriptions of collection specimens that can
be compared with dissimilarity measures for classification or identification purpose.

Fig. 8. Business and usage objects of the co-design methodology on a creativity Platform
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It is based on a knowledge acquisition method and an observing guide for
describing biological objects, i.e. the descriptive logics in life Sciences [30]. Our
descriptive logics must not be confused with description logics (RDF, OWL) of the
Semantic Web because they are the rules of thumb of experts for making descriptive
models (ontologies) and describing cases. The objective of this Research tool in
Biodiversity Informatics is to help biologists classify and identify a specimen correctly
from an expert viewpoint by using onto-terminologies (ontologies + thesaurus).
With IKBS, experts can use directly the tool as an instrument for making the job of
knowledge transmission, i.e. build a knowledge base and illustrate it (Fig. 10).

But the teaching of biological objects appeared to be a real bottleneck in the
decision help process. The interpretation problem of specimen descriptions made by
specialists emerges when the knowledge base is put in the hands of other biologists:
these subjects are not able to observe and describe biological objects with the same
know-how and accuracy, thus leading to wrong identifications. On the usage side of
co-design, a new co-learning method was then required based on sharing observation
know-how rather than transmit knowledge.

Fig. 9. IKBS

Fig. 10. IKBS can be used directly by experts, here on corals
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The Learning problem from the end-user viewpoint is to know how to observe these
objects in order to identify correctly the name of the species. This task is complex and
needs help from the specialists who know by experience where to observe correctly the
“right characters”. By taking care of this knowledge transmission bottleneck, we enter
the domain of Sign management for getting more robust results with end-users. Our
idea of Sign management is to involve end-users with researchers and entrepreneurs for
making them participate to the design of the product/service.

The problem we have to face with when making knowledge bases is that their
usefulness depends on the right interpretation of questions that are proposed by the
system to obtain a good result. Hence, in order to get correct identifications, it is
necessary to acquire qualitative descriptions. But these descriptions rely themselves on
the observation guide that is proposed by the descriptive model. Moreover, the defi-
nition of this ontology is dependent upon easy visualization of descriptive logics.

At last, the objects that are part of the descriptive model must be explained in a
thesaurus for them to be correctly interpreted by targeted end-users. Behind each
Object, there is a Subject that models this Object and gives it an interpretation. In life
sciences, these objects can be shown to other interpreters and this communication
between Subjects is compulsory for sharing interpretations, and not only transmitting
knowledge (Fig. 11).

In this new frame, the IKBS project (Iterative Knowledge Base System) will
become an ISBS project (Iterative Sign Base System). Its aim is to co-design a Sign
Base for Biodiversity management (BSB) rather than a Knowledge Base (KB) with the
interactions coming from a community of biologists and amateurs on a Creativity
Platform. With ISBS, teachers and learners can play together to share their interpre-
tations of observations. This project will benefit from the long experience we accu-
mulated in the field of Mascarene Corals and Plants identification [31].

The challenge of Sign management for Science observation such as Systematics is
to involve all types of end-users in the co-design of Sign bases for them to be really
used (e-service). It is why we, as biologists and computer scientist (biomaticians),

Fig. 11. The sign management process for coral objects’ interpretation
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emphasize the instantiation of a Living Lab in Teaching and Learning at University of
Reunion Island for sharing interpretations of objects and specimens on the table rather
than concepts and taxa in the head of subjects.

Instrumental e-Learning. Sharing Signs is particularly relevant in artistic fields,
where a perfect synchronization between gestures, senses and feelings is essential in
order to produce original and beautiful works.

In this frame, the @-MUSE project (@nnotation platform for MUSical Education)
aims at constituting a Musical Sign Base (MSB) with the interactions coming from a
community of musicians. This project benefits from the experience we accumulated in
the field of instrumental e-learning in Reunion Island, from various mock-ups to
complete projects such as e-Guitare or e-Piano [32]. Figure 12 sums up our research
process in this domain, based on a Creativity Platform [33].

While the different versions of e-Guitare were more centered on the teacher per-
formance, the FIGS (Flash Interactive Guitar Saloon) service was more axed on the
dialog between learners and teachers through an online glosses system. What princi-
pally emerged from these projects was the need to facilitate the creation and mainte-
nance of new content on the platform. Indeed, while those projects required the
intervention of computer scientists and graphic designers in order to create high-quality
resources, @-MUSE aims at empowering musicians into creating and sharing their
lessons by themselves, on the basis of a common frame of reference: the musical score.

Fig. 12. Instrumental e-learning services co-designed on a creativity platform (CP)
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To do so, we designed a MSB. It consists in a set of annotated performances
(specimen, or instance) each related to a given musical work (species, or class). This
base can be used to compare various performances from music experts or students, and
also to dynamically build new music lessons from the available content. To do so, we
define a Musical Sign (MS) [34], as an object including a content (a musical perfor-
mance or demonstration), a form (a score representing the played piece) and a sense
(the background experience of the performer, what he or she intends to show) from the
viewpoint of a subject (the creator of the Sign).

Figure 13 describes the composition of a MS that can be shared on the platform
through a multimedia annotation. Indeed, the principle of @-MUSE is to illustrate
abstract scores with indexed multimedia content on top of MusicXML format [35] in
order to explicit concretely how to interpret them. Besides, as shown on Fig. 13,
multimedia annotations embed all three components of a Sign (data, information and
knowledge). This procedure is inspired from a common practice in the music education
field, which consists in adding annotations on sheet music in order to remember tips or
advice that were validated during the instrumental practice [36].

Grounding the @-MUSE service on this practice insures a transparent and natural
usage for musicians who already annotate their scores by hand, and additionally
enables them to show what they mean using multimedia features. As such, @-MUSE
empowers musicians into creating their own interactive scores, using for instance
mobile tablets equipped with webcams (@-MUSE prototype [37]).

Collaborative aspects are also essential in music learning, where one progresses by
confronting his performances to others’. In this frame, managing Signs rather than
Knowledge is particularly relevant, as there is no “absolute truth” in artistic fields: each
interpretation can lead to technical discussions between musicians, and their negotia-
tions should be illustrated with live performances to be shown, then understood.

Fig. 13. The musical sign tetrahedron illustrated with a multimedia annotation on @-MUSE
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From Knowledge Transmission to Sign Sharing. Knowledge is subjective in the
paradigm of Sign management: it cannot be taken for granted without putting it into
use, mediated and negotiated with other Subjects on a meeting place, which we called a
Creativity Platform. What can be managed is called descriptive or declarative
knowledge: it is the communication of justified true beliefs propositions from one
Subject made explicit. The formal interpretation process from observation to
hypotheses, conjectures and rules is called signification of knowledge on the human
communication side of the Sign. It is called representation or codification of knowledge
on the machine information side of the Sign. Apart from being described, this inter-
pretation process can be shown with artifacts to illustrate the description (“draw me a
sheep”, says the little prince!). Sign management wants to enhance this aspect of
multimedia illustration of interpretations to facilitate transmission and sharing of
knowledge through the communication of the Subject (see the fourth communication
part of the sign in Fig. 4).

In knowledge management, propositional knowledge is taken mostly in the sense of
scientific knowledge, considered as objective in scientific books, and providing the
know-that or know-what. Ryle in [38] has shown that this is confusing. In the sense of
subjective knowledge taken as “I know that or I know what”, there is the other sort of
knowledge called know-how. It is “the knowledge of how to do things”, i.e. what the
subjects can show through their interpretations when they practice their activity (there
is a difference between the recipe and the cooking of the recipe, isn’t it?). And some
people do the activity better than others. They are called the experts. As such,
know-how is closer to data (Praxis) and information (Techne) than to knowledge
(Scientia). Finally, know-how and know-that or know-what are different categories of
knowledge and should not be conflated [39]. Knowledge synthesizes what makes sense
in the head of skilled persons for doing well the tasks of their activity.

Starting from these differences of interpretations about the term of knowledge, and
considering the domain of activity that we want to deal with, i.e. education with ICT,
we prefer to focus on managing interpretations, and firstly the good ones from pro-
fessors. Sign management manages live knowledge, i.e. subjective objects found in
interpretations of real subjects on the scene (live performances) rather than objective
entities found in publications (bookish knowledge).

Sign or know-how management produces sign bases that are made of interpreta-
tions for knowing how-to-do things with multimedia content and not only knowing
what are these things in textual Knowledge bases.

Sign management makes explicit the subjective view of doing arts and sciences.
Our aim is to compare different interpretations of subjects about objects through
transmitting and sharing them on a physical and virtual space dedicated to a special
type of e-service, i.e. in instrumental e-learning or biodiversity informatics.

As shown in music and biodiversity Teaching and Learning, if we want to innovate
with people, we should use the concept of Sign management rather than Knowledge
management, because the paradigm shift is to pass from knowledge transmission to
sign sharing by managing know-how.

Since several years in computer-aided systematics, we proposed a knowledge
management methodology based on a top-down transmission of experts’ knowledge,
i.e. acquisition of a descriptive model and structured cases and then processing of these
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specimens’ descriptions with decision trees and case-based reasoning. We designed a
tool called IKBS for Iterative Knowledge Base System to build knowledge bases. But
the fact is that Knowledge is transmitted with text, not shared with multimedia, and
there is a gap between interpretations of specialists and end-users that prevents these
lasts from getting the right identification.

More recently in instrumental e-learning, we focused on the need to show gestural
know-how with interactive multimedia contents to play correctly a piece of music, by
annotating electronic scores with @-MUSE. This pedagogical approach is based on a
gloss system on the Web that can be indexed in codified musical notation.

Today, we prefer to deliver a Sign management method for Teaching and Learning
how to identify these collection pieces (specimens or scores) on a Co-Design or
Creativity Platform. This bottom-up approach is more pragmatic and user-centered than
the previous one because it implicates end-users at will and is open to questions and
answers. The role of biological and musical experts is to show amateurs how to play,
observe, interpret and describe these art and science works. The responsibility of
semioticians (the new cogniticians) is to store and share experts’ interpretations of their
observation and playing, i.e. know-how rather than knowledge in sign bases with
multimedia annotations for helping them to define terms, model their domain, and
allow end-users to interpret correctly the objects.

7 Conclusion

As computer scientists and knowledge engineers, we want to design a new Iterative
Sign Base System: ISBS = IKBS+@nnotation.

It will be the kernel of our Information Service for defining ontologies and terms,
describing pieces work, classifying them with machine learning techniques, and
identifying the name through a multimedia interactive questionnaire. The objective of
such a tool is to become an instrument in users’ hands for monitoring biodiversity in
the fields with the National Park of Reunion Island [40], and music at home with the
Regional Music Conservatory [41].

For achieving this, we stressed on the importance of reducing the gap between
interpretations of teachers (specialists) and learners (amateurs) to get the right identi-
fication name and then access to information in databases, or to get the correct gesture
that gives the right sound for playing music. This pedagogical effort must concretize
itself on a Co-Design or Creativity Platform, which is the Living Lab meeting place for
teachers, players and learners, and where these people can manipulate the objects under
study, test the proposed e-services and be guided by experts’ advices. The teacher is a
producer who communicates his skilled interpretation of an activity at different levels
of perception: psychological motivation, training action, and reasoning feedback. The
players are designers-developers editors that produce multimedia contents of the expert
tasks to perform a good result and index them in a sign base. The learners are pro-
sumers (producers and consumers) who experiment the sign bases on the physical or
virtual Co-Design Platform and tell about their use of the tool to domain experts,
ergonomists and anthropologists, in order to improve the content and the functionalities
of the mock-ups and prototypes.
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Behind each Object to observe, play and describe, there is a Subject who expresses
himself and interprets an object by adding his proper signification. This is why we
differentiate the Semantic Web, which is the business object approach (the Web of
things) represented “objectively” with some description logics (formal syntax for
ontologies and cases), and the Semiotic Web that is the usage object approach (the Web
of Signs) signified by some descriptive logics of the domain (meaningful process of
performance), and which are more subjective. The purpose of the Semiotic Web is to
facilitate a consensus between community members, without forgetting that some
interpreters are smarter than others in performing a Science or an Art. Their expertise
will be visible if users show their interpretations of objects by multimedia artifacts (HD
video, 3D simulation, annotated drawings or photos), and if other end-users can ask
questions on their know-how and negotiate interpretations. It is why in the frame of
natural and cultural heritage enhancement, we proposed to develop Teaching and
Learning by Playing e-services with people using Sign management on a Co-design
Platform in a Living Lab at the University of Reunion Island [42].

In the post-industrial age of our digital society, designing new services on the Web
is crucial for regional territories in order that they become more attractive, competitive,
and also more sustainable in the global economy. But up to now, innovation is mainly
seen as a linear technological downstream process, centered on enterprises (clusters)
and not viewed as an iterative usage upstream process, focused on individuals (Living
Labs).

The form of LL is attractive because it is an ecosystem based on democratizing
innovation with people. User-centered design innovation means that some people,
called lead-users, want to innovate for themselves. It has been shown that these persons
make most of the design of new services, and only a few come from manufactures.

The content of LL is competitive because the best solutions from lead-users are
experimented in real time by making situational analyses in “usage laboratories”.
Mock-ups and prototypes are tested and instrumented to get the best-customized-
personalized products and services. For example, the game design (user interaction) and
interfaces of 3D multimedia video games benefit greatly from the analysis of feedbacks
coming from end-users in communities of practice. So, the success of the e-service does
not depend only on the technical success: it has more to do with the quality of
human-computer interaction provided with the technology.

At last, the sense of LL should be more sustainable, i.e. to render a useful and free
service before being profitable, i.e. not only based on a monetary basis but also on trust
and reputation. This characteristic is fundamental in the meaning of open access
innovation to serve a mission within the scope of products and services made by
publicly funded universities. The ultimate value would be to create a form of digital
companioning in order to reposition human sharing at the core of technology race.
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